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Welcome to E. HEMINGWAY.
From the beginning, we felt that the initial performances should be staged in Idaho, Hemingway's adopted home where he often came in later years to rest and to restore his energies. We are proud to play a small part in rekindling an awareness of this remarkable man and his extraordinary work.

—Erv Johnson

ACT I
Cuba 1951

ACT II
Sun Valley 1961
"In going where you have to go, and doing what you have to do, and seeing what you have to see, you dull and blunt the instrument you write with. But I would rather have it bent and dull and know I had to put it on the grindstone again and hammer it into shape and put a whetsone to it and know that I had something to write about, than to have it bright and shining and nothing to say, or smooth and well-oiled in the closet, but unused."